
Nuclear deformation

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.06429.pdf

in large Nch: larger v2 fluctuation, sensitive to the beta2 



Calculation 1



Mechanism 

Vary beta2 in Glauber and then calculate the eccentricity cumulant~Npart/Nch

 Different Beta2

Calculation 2









Run14 AuAu
https://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/system/files/Dstar%20ana%20in%20200GeV.pdf

https://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/system/files/Spectra.pdf



27 GeV data analysis

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1xarzcsmvboaekz/pwg0318.pdf?dl=0



24/02/ presentation 

It shows the average transverse momentum as a function of collision energy and collision centrality in data and UrQMD 
calculations..

Our absolute \eta range is in 0.5 and transverse momentum is from 0.2 to 2 GeV.

Mean pt is increasing from peripheral to central collisions. 

We also can see that as the collision energy is raised, UrQMD tends to under predict ⟨⟨pt⟩⟩.





amptsub.f

OPEN (52, FILE = 'ana/ampt1.dat', STATUS = 'UNKNOWN')

Initial ampt

Final ampt



zpc.f
Line 6808

Event, run, multiplicity, impact parameter, projectile ,target , number of elastic in P, number of inelastic in T, number elastic in T, number of inelastic in T  

partontimets0.dat

0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 

counts, quark ID, px, py, pz, mass, x, y, z, t 



hijing1.383_ampt.f
Line 1080

Event, run, multiplicity, impact parameter, projectile ,target , number of elastic in P, number of inelastic in T, number elastic in T, number of inelastic in T  

zpc.dat

0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 

counts, quark ID, px, py, pz, mass, x, y, z, t 







Eccentricity3

Npart

Eccentricity2

Npart

1. Deformation has larger effect on eccentricity2 in UCC but no effect on eccentricity3. 
    Because eccentricity3 is due to fluctuation not geometry. 
2. 50000events in 0-100%

Red: spherical ampt  
Blue: deformed ampt

Au+Au@200GeV ampt



<pt>

<r>

U+U@193GeV deformed ampt

1. Deformation has larger effect on initial geometry( <r>-<pt>)

0-0.5%



Red: spherical WS ampt 
 Blue: deformed WS ampt

Eccentricity3

Npart

Eccentricity2

Npart

1. Deformation has larger effect on eccentricity2 in UCC but no effect on eccentricity3. 
    Because eccentricity3 is due to fluctuation not geometry. 
2. 50000events in 0-100%

U+U@193GeV ampt



Deformation in ampt  

Red: spherical WS ampt Blue: deformed WS ampt

Eccentricity3

Npart

Eccentricity2

Npart

1. Deformation has larger effect on eccentricity2 in UCC but no effect on eccentricity3. 
    Because eccentricity3 is due to fluctuation not geometry. 
2. 50000events in 0-100%



More statistics in deformed ampt 

Eccentricity2

Mean pt 

Eccentricity3

Mean pt 

Mean pt 

<r>

Mean pt 

c2{2}, subevent (\eta, (-1,-0.1), (0.1,1))





Define centrality




